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Kinematicany  complete me- enta for Conlomb diaociation  of “Li into ‘Li+2n  were  made
at 28 MeV/ndeon. Consistent with the concept of a neutron  halo, the n-n correlation function
indicatm  a SODICC  for the two valence neotmns  much larger than the ‘Li core.  The electmmagnetic
excitation spectrum of “Li implies a long lifetime for  the anticipated low-energy dipole resonp~~ce,
but a large  postbreakup  Coulomb acceleration of the  ‘Li fragment  is observed, indicatiig  a much
shorter lifetime and favoring direct breakup aa the dissociation mechanism.
PACS numbers:  ?%iO.De, 25.70.Mn, 24.30.Ca, 21.10.G~

The structure of “Li presenta one of the most intrigu-
,ing  pueetions in nudear  physics. This nucleus has an in-
tera+.ion croea section which  is large compared to those of
its’tighbor nuclei[l]. In its dominant reaction cbrumel,
diqciation into 9Li plus two neutrons, both the neu-
trons and the fragment have been separately found to
have sharply  forward-peaked angular diitributions[2-5].
These  results have been interpreted to mean that “Li
should be thought of as having a %i core immersed
in a halo of two neutrons, perhaps correlated as a di-
neution@]. Furthermore, the large diidation cmss sec-
tion of “Li by a high-2 target may then be the result of
an electric dipole excitation to a ‘soft”  dipole resonance
located at an excitation energy much lower than the~uni-
vernal giant dipole resonance[;.  a]. While the giant dipole
wsonance  may be thought of as an oscillation of all the

neutmus agrdnst  all the protons, in the proposed soft
dipole the %i core slowly oscillates in the diffuse  cloud,
or halo, of two neutrons. This new cotlective  mode may
also occur in other light neutron&b  nuclei, such as ‘He,
eHe and “Be. The fact that “‘Li ie unbound whereas
l1Li is bound means that the interaction between the two
valence neutrons in ‘*Li is vital to its stability.  The ma-
ture of the correlation between the two neutrons ia not
known.  This paper is a report  on the first  measurement
of the electromagnetic excitation spectrum  of “Li  and of
a correlation between the decay neutmns.

For collective motion, such as a soft-dipole resonance,
a large electric dipole strength is expected[8].  Since E2
strength is much smaller than El at our beam energy(g),
the  dipole strength function dB(El)/dE is related to
the Coulomb dissociation cmsa section do/dE  for two-
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